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Strategic/ perspective plan
Admission of Students:
Admission starts just after the HSC result declares. The students are informed with
handbills, Website and notice board. The prospectus with detailed information of
college is given to students along with admission form. The Students are free to
choose the subjects available in the college. The admission committee helps the
students in the choice of subjects and admission process. The administration
department is fully computerised, the students gets computer generated fee receipt.
Industry Interaction / Collaboration:
The college has collaboration with BAOU Ahmadabad for distance education in
degree, diploma and certificate courses. College has also collaboration with KCG
who organizes training under finishing school and conduct the SCOPE exam.
Human Resource Management:
At the end of the year, management gets the information regarding need of human
resource and as per the necessity, the management ask for the recruitment from
government. If government does not recruit them, the employees are recruited the
management at the beginning of the new academic year. They are encouraged to
get proper training in the reference of their duty. Management takes insurance for
staff members. There is a credit society for the staff members of the college.

Library, ICT and Physical Infrastructure / Instrumentation:
The college has a rich and well equipped library with more than 42000 books, 67
magazines and e resources. as per the demand of faculties and students, the library
committee recommends for the purchase of new books every year to update the
library. There is a fully computerised library in the college. The college has
computer lab. and language lab. The students utilises them to learn computer and
train for SCOPE exam. There are 16 classroom with ICT. The equipments are
maintained well by the professional person with annual contract.
Research and Development:
The college has a Tribal Research Centre where researcher can get the secondary
data and guidance regarding Research activity. There are number of research
related books and thesis available in the Library and Research centre. Management
encourages the employees to pursue the research and get the recognition as a
research supervisor. As a result of this, four faculties got the recognition as a guide
for research.
Examination and Evaluation:
Continuous evaluation (CE) system is adopted for student’s internal evaluation that
includes various tools like Term and Internal assessment, seminars, test etc.
Students are informed about their exams before a month through website, College
App. WhatsApp groups and notice board. Retest is also taken for the students who
could not appear in regular exam. The college has mechanism to solve the issues
related to their exams and reevaluation system is also available if any student has
complaint for it. The results of internal exams are displayed on college notice
board.
Teaching and Learning:
College has 100 ICT enabled classrooms including 6 smart classrooms. Principal
observes the off line class as well the online sources of the the teaching learning.
Feedback of Teachers is taken from the students to improve the quality of teaching.
Students are oriented about the library and concerned resources. Assignments,
Classroom seminars, test are taken regularly. Teachers and students are inspired to
attend FDP.

Curriculum Development:
The College is affiliated with HNGU, Patan. The university develops and design
the curriculum so the college has not a direct role in developing the curriculum but
the senior faculty members of the college are appointed as a BoS of university who
gives their views and suggestions regarding the curriculum.
Any institution can only claim to have succeeded in executing programmes which
reflect its vision and mission when proper arrangements and strategies are made
and executed with precision. Our institution works according it as mentioned here.

Arrangement:
Government Scholarship:




Information regarding scholarship is conveyed to students in June-July.
Arrangements are made for solving scholarship related queries.
Arrangement is made to keep record of information regarding scholarship

Deployment:




During the end of June and beginning of July, students are informed about
scholarship via notice board, mike announcement etc.
This information is also provided in the prospectus.
An arrangement is made to fill online forms during the month of July.

Outcome:


In year 2020-21, total 1491 students received scholarship.

Examination and Evaluation:
Continuous evaluation system is adopted for student’s internal evaluation that
includes various tools like Term and Internal assessment, seminars, test etc.
Students are informed about their exams before a month through online source of
college and notice board. The college has mechanism to solve the issues related to
their exams and reevaluation system is also available if any student has complaint
for it. The results of internal exams are displayed on college notice board.

